Offering Memorandum
Exto Exchange
is a digital asset exchange which is offering maximum security and advanced trading features. With your help, Exto will build a world
class crypto exchange which will power the future of crypto finance.

Let's take a look at some of the major problems which

crypto exchanges suffer from :
●Poor technical architecture.
●Insecure platform.
●Poor market liquidity.
●Poor customer service.
●Poor multilanguage support.

What makes Exto exchange unique?
• Fast matching engine.
• Zero trading fees with exto pairs.
• Multilingual Support
• Circuit Breaker.
• Decentralized (on-chain) exchange.
• Exto will support trading pairs in the following coins:
●
BTC
●
ETH
●
EXTO (Exto Coin)
More coins will be added over a period of time.

Revenue model :
Revenue for Exto will come from a multiple sources which are as follows :
*Initially, Exto will charge a fixed fees on non exto trade.
* A smaller withdrawal fees.
* Listing fees.
* Margin fees.
* Fees for services like automated algorithms etc.

Supply of Exto tokens and it's allocations :
A strict limit of 200 million EXTO will be created, which will never be increased.
EXTO will run natively on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20.

Allocation :
40%
40%
10%
10%

which accounts to be
which accounts to be
which accounts to be
which accounts to be

(80,000,000)
(80,000,000)
(20,000,000
(20,000,000

for the Trading Volume Reward(TVR)
for the founder team.
will be available for the initial sale.
will be for Angel investors.

Please note that VTR is a volume trading reward which is indeed a community building program.

Reward Allocation :
YEAR
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

YEARLY
26666666
13333333
13333333
13333333
13333333

DAILY
73059
36529
36529
36529
36529

Exto road map :
* On 15th Dec'2018
* On 5th jan'2019,
• On 15th jan'2019,
* On 1st feb'2019
* On 15th Aug'2019,
* On 15th Aug'2024,

was confirmed for the start.
Initial draft of the white paper was completed and circulated to potential angel investors.
Announcement for Exto VTR plan was done and whitepaper was released to general public.
VTR plan starts. (platforms to be announced soon)
Exto.exchange release v0.1 and goes live. Also, the active trading begins.
VTR finishes, or whenever the coins are sold out.

You can use

EXTO to pay for any fees :
on our platform, including but not limited to:
●
●
●

Exchange fees
Withdraw fees
Listing fees etc.

In the near future Exto will build a decentralized exchange, where Exto will be used as a key base assets as well as gas for the
transactions. After Exto use as fess it will be burn.
Let us now take a look at the risks involved and also the security measures to overcome it :

Our Team
It is crypto base enthuses community. We are hiring the best and experienced persons in our team and hence making it a formidable
and an invincible team.

Risks
There are many risks involved in running an exchange. We understand this and have the skills, experience, and leadership to
overcome them. As said earlier a strong team and an advanced security helps to overcome all the barriers.

Market Competition
We know this is an ultra competitive space. There are probably hundreds of teams planning or doing exchanges. Competition will be
fierce. The question is fairly simple, Given our team, track record, experience, industry resources, and product, Do you believe we
stand a better chance than the rest of the pack? If yes, Then do join our VTR plan and witness the history in making. This is an
opportunity of a lifetime to become a part of the worlds largest trading community and earn the maximum benefits at the earliest
stage. We are marching towards our goal of 50k community members, that too all guns blazing. Join us and begin your journey
towards fulfilling your dreams!

